
                                                                                                         Subject: MFL 

Year group Topic and resources 

Year 7 The language gym: 
You have all had a language gym log in and should be able to log in- if you have a problem with this please email your 
teacher. 

Log on to the language gym: 

https://uk.language-gym.com  

Complete any of the activities below: 

• Go onto game room- French- workouts- beginner- choose any of the topics that we have studied so far to complete 
revisions and retrieval practise.  

• Go onto game room- French- vocab trainer- primary or beginner- choose any of the topics that we have studied so 
far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- boxing game- primary or beginner- choose any of the topics that we have studied so 
far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- Audio boxing game- primary or beginner- choose any of the topics that we have 
studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- rock climbing- primary or beginner- choose any of the topics that we have studied so 
far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- listening trainer- primary or beginner- choose any of the topics that we have studied so 
far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 



• Go onto game room- French- sentence trainer- primary or beginner- choose any of the topics that we have studied 
so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

Alternatively, you could go on the oak academy and complete these units of work: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-7-unit-1-a482 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/french 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-7-unit-3-ce01 

 

Year 8 The language gym: 
You have all had a language gym log in and should be able to log in- if you have a problem with this please email your 
teacher. 

Log on to the language gym: 

https://uk.language-gym.com  

Complete any of the activities below: 

• Go onto game room- French- workouts- lower intermediate or beginner- choose any of the topics that we have 
studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise.  

• Go onto game room- French- vocab trainer- lower intermediate or beginner - choose any of the topics that we have 
studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- boxing game- lower intermediate or beginner - choose any of the topics that we have 
studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- Audio boxing game- lower intermediate or beginner - choose any of the topics that we 
have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- rock climbing- lower intermediate or beginner - choose any of the topics that we have 
studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-7-unit-1-a482
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/french
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-7-unit-3-ce01


• Go onto game room- French- listening trainer- lower intermediate or beginner - choose any of the topics that we 
have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- sentence trainer- lower intermediate or beginner - choose any of the topics that we 
have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

Alternatively you could go on the oak academy and complete these units of work: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-8-unit-1-c2e0 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-8-unit-2-2c6a 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-8-unit-3-d40e 

 

Year 9 The language gym: 
You have all had a language gym log in and should be able to log in- if you have a problem with this please email your 
teacher. 

Log on to the language gym: 

https://uk.language-gym.com  

Complete any of the activities below: 

• Go onto game room- French- workouts- lower intermediate or intermediate- choose any of the topics that we have 
studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise.  

• Go onto game room- French- vocab trainer- lower intermediate or intermediate - choose any of the topics that we 
have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- boxing game- lower intermediate or intermediate - choose any of the topics that we 
have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- Audio boxing game- lower intermediate or intermediate - choose any of the topics that 
we have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-8-unit-1-c2e0
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-8-unit-2-2c6a
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-8-unit-3-d40e


• Go onto game room- French- rock climbing- lower intermediate or intermediate - choose any of the topics that we 
have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- listening trainer- lower intermediate or intermediate - choose any of the topics that we 
have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

• Go onto game room- French- sentence trainer- lower intermediate or intermediate - choose any of the topics that 
we have studied so far to complete revisions and retrieval practise. 

Alternatively you could go on the oak academy and complete these units of work: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-9-unit-1-d903  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-9-unit-2-4ff3 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-9-unit-3-d71f  

 

 

Year group Topic and resources Exam resources (exam board links, mark schemes, model answers, past papers) 

Year 10 Free time 
Daily life and celebrations 
Local area 
holidays 

Oak academy: 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/free-time-2cc7 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/daily-life-and-special-occasions-b4df 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/local-area-7261 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/holidays-f569 
 
Language gym: 
You have all had a language gym log in and should be able to log in- if you have a problem 
with this please email your teacher. 

Log on to the language gym: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-9-unit-1-d903
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-9-unit-2-4ff3
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/year-9-unit-3-d71f
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/free-time-2cc7
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/daily-life-and-special-occasions-b4df
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/local-area-7261


https://uk.language-gym.com  

Complete any of the activities from the following topics: 

Free time 
Daily life and celebrations 
Local area 
holidays 

Seneca: 
https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/course/a2a73a1c-891a-40e3-9c38-
1aafb04acfa8 

Year 11 School 
Work 
Global issues 
 

Oak academy: 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/school-e843 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/work-bc9c 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/global-issues-0d1a 
 
Language gym: 
You have all had a language gym log in and should be able to log in- if you have a problem 
with this please email your teacher. 

Log on to the language gym: 

https://uk.language-gym.com  

Complete any of the activities from the following topics: 

School 
Work 
Global issues 
 
Seneca: 
https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/course/a2a73a1c-891a-40e3-9c38-
1aafb04acfa8 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/school-e843
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/work-bc9c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/global-issues-0d1a


 


